
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  
  



 

 

 

Boc’s road map  

We are always striving and learning and we use cooperation with capable people 

and companies and we are very interested in developing a working relationship 

with people and companies that are active in the field of technology.  

  

What are the Boc’s economic activities?  

Real Estate  Investing in high value-added projects in the field of 

construction and production of residential, commercial and 

recreational projects  

Transportation  Investing in air, land, rail, sea transport  

Modern 

Banking  

Establishing of the first independent economic center in the 

world  

  

Oil  Cooperation with large companies and sales of oil derivatives  

Financial  Providing all financial transaction services and cooperation with 

leading companies in the field of payment services  

  

Mines  Exploration, Transit and Sales  

  

Production  Buying shares of leading companies in the field of production and 

partnership with them  

  

stock  Buying shares of international companies through the stock 

exchange  



 

 

 

  

medical  Purchase shares of leading companies in drug manufacturing, 

commercialization and investment in research and control of 

cancer and pandemics and provide free humanitarian services in 

poor countries  

Tourism  Creating a tourism platform and investing in tourism and paying 

with  Bo coins  

Media  Our detailed program includes the creation of a television and 

digital channel that will be created in order to teach, recognize 

and commercialize  Bo coin and blockchain  

Sport  Partnership with the sports trade system and create a public 

sports infrastructure for poor countries  

Technology  Our integral part is the basis of progress in the development of 

technology and research, and to achieve this, we will invest in  

this sector and we will work closely with other companies in  

this regard  

    

  

Boc’s cultural and educational activities  

  

Cultural  

Supporting the promotion of cognition & interaction & 

friendship & coexistence between different cultures through 

conferences & seminars  

Educational  

Creating infrastructure & using professors & scientists in the 

field of science and technology & creating distance learning 

classes using hologram technology for easy & public use  

   

   

  



 

 

 

 Animals & the environment  

environment  

Boc is always in favor of using clean and renewable energy and 

supporting the environment for a better life and preserving it for 

the future.  

animals  
Animals & creatures are & will be part of the undeniable assets & 

inhabitants of the planet, & we are their real-practical supporter  

   

  

Project scheduling by descriptions:  

  

1. List in exchange  

The list of Bocoins in the exchange office will be according to the table "Opening 

Date of Boc Projects" below.  

  

2. Boc NFT Market  

It will be created for buying & selling & registering any works of art, intellectual 

& smart contracts.  

  

3. Dedicated market application  

Boc application is for equivalence of Fiat currencies for easy use in all businesses 

financial transactions, so that this platform has the ability to convert and equate 

Fiat currencies to cryptocurrency to pay costs and financial transfers to the 

acceptor’s wallet.  

   

4. Boc electronic card  

Providing Boc electronic cards separately and in the form of leading companies 

& providers of these services  



 

 

 

5. DEX Boc & centralized exchange  

It will be opened to provide the best services for buying & selling & converting 

cryptocurrencies.  

BOC Market will be opened for buying & selling on the basis of payment in 

cryptocurrencies to facilitate the provision of sales services anywhere in the 

world.  

6. Boc specialized blockchain  

With the efforts of the dedicated network support group, Boc will start working 

with a better advantage, lower fees & better performance than the others. The 

details will be announced on the dedicated network site.  

7. Enter the gaming field  

In this regard, we have entered into negotiations with leading companies in this 

regard & have created a special & specialized working group.  

8. Entering holography field  

In our opinion, the current technology of Metaverse has many disadvantages 

due to its advantages, such as the cost of existing glasses and the fact that 

scientifically, keeping too much of it on the eye is harmful for humans.  

9. Economic Center  

Our marketing team will start its activities in different parts of the world for 

acceptance in different businesses at the same time as opening the Boc 

application. Such as starting BOC acceptance contracts and cooperating with 

payment platforms.  

10. Boc TV Network  

Boc TV network will be opened according to the table “Opening date of BOC 

projects”  

   

  



 

 

 

   Opening date of Boc projects  

Row  project name  Date of operation  

1  Boc specialized blockchain  2023-09-28  

2  Boc NFT Market  2023-10-22  

3  List in exchange  2023-11-18  

4  DEX Boc & centralized exchange  2023-11-18  

5  Dedicated market application  2023-12-15  

6  Boc electronic card  2023-12-21  

7  Enter to gaming field  2024-07-25  

8  Entering holography field  2024-08-29  

9  Boc TV Network  2024-09-07  

10  Economic Center  2026-04-29  

  

  

Boc's long - term goal  

Boc's popularity and availability will be backed by $ 100 and $ 1,000. In the long 

run and in the process of economic development and global technology, we 

hope that the value of Boc will reach more than a thousand dollars.  

   

  

   

  



 

 

 

 

 

  

     Boc's short-term and long-term goals  

Yellow: long-term  

Blue: Medium Green: 

Short-term Red: ?  

  

 $1  $2  $3  $4  $0  $0  $7  $8  $9  $13 

 $12  $14  $10  $18  $23  $22  $24  $20  $28  $33 

 $32  $34  $30  $38  $43  $42  $44  $40  $48  $03 

 $00  $03  $00  $73  $70  $83  $80  $93  $90  $133 

 $113  $123  $133  $143  $103  $103  $173  $183  $193  $233 

 $213  $223  $233  $243  $203  $203  $273  $283  $293  $333 

 $333  $303  $373  $433  $433  $403  $473  $483  $493  $033 

 $030  $003  $080  $033  $033  $000  $073  $083  $093  $733 

 $743  $703  $770  $833  $830  $803  $873  $883  $893  $933 

 $913  $923  $933  $943  $903  $903  $973  $983  $993  $1333 

  $؟  $؟  $؟  $؟  $؟  $؟  $؟  $؟  $؟  $؟

   

  

  

    



 

 

 

Boc price continuation chart  

 

  

  

Steps of selling BOC tokens  

Number of initial pre-sales: 10%  

Number of airdrops: 0.3%  

Coins will be sold in the process of supply & demand through an exchange office.  
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How to distribute 10,500,000,000 billion Boc tokens  

  

 presell  %13 

 Free airdrop  %3/3 

It will be offered through the 
exchange in the form of creating  

 demand 
 %89/7 

  

  

  

  



 

 

 

Expenditures & investing  

 Investing & buying stocks  %07 

 At the disposal of the founders  %10 

 Support & Development Group  %8 

The expenditures of advertising and  

media 

 %0 

 security  %0 

   

 

  

  

Token burning or increase  

Burning tokens or increasing tokens in Boc can be checked after review & expertise 

of the development team & founders.  
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THE FIRST STEP IS ALWAYS THE HARDEST ONE  

  


